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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Two hours until #MigraineChat begins! This month I’m talking about mental health, emotional health, and #migraine with co-host, Dr.
Melissa Geraghty (@MindfulDrG). Preview today’s questions: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat begins! This month I’m talking about mental health, emotional health, and
#migraine with co-… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat begins! This month I’m talking about mental health, emotional health, and
#migraine with co-… 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat begins! This month I’m talking about mental health, emotional health, and
#migraine with co-… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Questions for this Monday’s #MigraineChat with @MindfulDrG are now posted. Take a look! If you’ve never
participated in a… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @MigraineBuddy This is such a timely question, @MigraineBuddy! Do you or any of your followers want to join us
for #Migr… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: In addition to our usual #migraine, there is a LOT going on right now. I can’t think of a better time to have a
#MigraineC… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@rachel_x_graves Ha, it hasn't seemed to catch on yet, but I try to monitor #MigraineChat and #MigraineChatQA. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for braving Twitter to be here today! I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If this is your first
chat, take a moment to review the chat guidelines: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for braving Twitter to be here today! I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If
this… 

#migrainechat Transcript
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The basic tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. (2) Tweets that
include the #MigraineChat will be included in post-chat transcript and help make following today's conversation easier. 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for braving Twitter to be here today! I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If
this… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: The basic tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote
tweet.… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Dr. Geraghty is a Clinical Health Psychologist, active #migraine community member & @CoalitionCHAMP Board Member. She has 5
types of headache disease incl. chronic migraine, #clusterheadache, and experienced a CSF leak related headache after
neurosurgery. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to welcome my co-host for today’s chat, Dr. Melissa Geraghty (@MindfulDrG). #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton Honored to be here, Beth! Thanks for having me. Such an important topic we are talking about today on
#MigraineChat. 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: I want to welcome my co-host for today’s chat, Dr. Melissa Geraghty (@MindfulDrG). #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Dr. Geraghty is a Clinical Health Psychologist, active #migraine community member & @CoalitionCHAMP Board
Member. She has… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who else is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your host,
tweeting from windy and snow flurry-ing Vermont. Anxiety and #migraine is high this week. 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Who else is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable.
I’m Beth… 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
Hi Im Owl  Here from freezing cold NC. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OwlJourney Hi Owl! Thanks for joining #MigraineChat today. I'm bundled in a blanket. Hope you are, too! 

Rachel @hortonrachel_ 
RT @beth_morton: Who else is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable.
I’m Beth… 
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Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
Hi I'm Tuttle I'm going to try to participate in #MigraineChat for the first time. I'm used to other twitter chats, but always miss this one.
Time is hard. 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@beth_morton Oh yes! With the blanket and heat turned up #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@grrlintersect Hi D! Welcome! #MigraineChat 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton hi hello #MigraineChat :) my name is Agata Weronika. warm greetings from the land of blue cornflowers: Estonia. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A few more standing reminders. Since Twitter is a public forum & we are discussing health-related topics, please share only what is
comfortable for you. Also, flashing media (GIFs) can be #migraine triggers for some. I ask that you not use them in your answers.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Hi all! I'm Katie, in the UK, where the weather is due to get chilly. Tender plants brought indoors today! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Who else is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable.
I’m Beth… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Aqueda_Veronica Wow!! Hello and welcome to #MigraineChat! 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: A few more standing reminders. Since Twitter is a public forum & we are discussing health-related topics, please
share on… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: A few more standing reminders. Since Twitter is a public forum & we are discussing health-related topics, please
share on… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton Hey, Beth. I think you’re getting the snow we got last week ♥  #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#Migraine, especially chronic migraine, can put people at greater risk of anxiety & depression. Living with the unpredictable nature of
migraine can also elicit a host of emotions. We’re not going to promote rainbows & butterflies, because all emotions are valid.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine, especially chronic migraine, can put people at greater risk of anxiety & depression. Living with the
unpredicta… 
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Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine, especially chronic migraine, can put people at greater risk of anxiety & depression. Living with the
unpredicta… 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine, especially chronic migraine, can put people at greater risk of anxiety & depression. Living with the
unpredicta… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. What emotions do you associate with #migraine or a migraine attack? Or more directly, what emotions do you experience during
a migraine attack or migraine flare? #MigraineChat https://t.co/e0ktWuo9Hz 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton And you! #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Sari joining from Boston, trying to do too many things at the same time! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Yay, I'm glad we pre-planed the time change and you made it, Katie! Stay warm. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ Thankfully in MUCH smaller amounts! Did you get firewood? #MigraineChat 

Krista  @Kristacatlady 
Hello! I am Krista from southern Illinois - - right outside St Louis. Hello everyone. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OneSickVet Oh, that sounds amazing!! (The weather, not the anxiety. I got enough of that here in Vermont.) #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A1. I don't so much associate specific emotions with migraines (though how much of that is alexithymia who knows). What I associate
with migraines is intensity of emotion. I associate the sudden spikes and asked why, the only answer is "my brain". #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A1. Many people report sadness,frustration,worry,anxiety,&anger, especially if the attack got in the way of
relationships or work. Irritability is also common. While difficult at times, what I have found to help is to be open to all the emotions you
are feeling. #MigraineChat 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton I definitely go through a cycle of restlessness (and tending toward anger) during predrome and then mild depression
during and afterward. It was a huge relief when I found out this was normal. #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A1. I associate hyperactivity or sadness with migraine. As usually, I get very hyper before an attack and then crash into tears.
Sometimes I also experience pain rage. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Mar_Wetzel Score one for the improved #migraine! Hopefully the anxiety abates a little. I think many of us are in the same boat.
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Hi anxiety immediately before, sadness and frustration during, a sort of exhausted depressive numbness after. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A1. Migraine overruns our brain so it is natural we will also run the gamut of emotions. We may not like some of our
stronger emotions, but it is helpful to remind ourselves that it is okay to have them. #MigraineChat 2/2 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What emotions do you associate with #migraine or a migraine attack? Or more directly, what emotions do you
experienc… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1: Dread, then despair, then resignation. The sooner I get to the resignation part, the sooner I feel
better (emotionally, if not pain-wise). 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. All of them! Seriously, sometimes it's so hard to know. Prodrome can be crankyness or elation. Mid-attack I think a resigned
sadness is most likely. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A1. Many people report sadness,frustration,worry,anxiety,&anger, especially if the attack got in the
way of re… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SMauro1622 Hello!! Answer when you can! We're happy to "see" you! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @beth_morton I definitely go through a cycle of restlessness (and tending toward anger) during predrome and
then mild depre… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A1. I don't so much associate specific emotions with migraines (though how much of that is alexithymia who
knows). What… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A1. Migraine overruns our brain so it is natural we will also run the gamut of emotions. We may not
like some… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Thanks. I am smothered in fleece! #MigraineChat 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton A1. mainly frustration with my body as well as with healthy people who simply don't understand just how debilitating
migraines can be. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton On the way! #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A1: My emotions tend to be more intense than normal during a migraine attack. I commonly feel anxious, sad, and
despair during severe attacks #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What emotions do you associate with #migraine or a migraine attack? Or more directly, what emotions do you
experienc… 
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Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A1. Migraine overruns our brain so it is natural we will also run the gamut of emotions. We may not
like some… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Hi anxiety immediately before, sadness and frustration during, a sort of exhausted depressive numbness after.
#MigraineC… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A1: My emotions tend to be more intense than normal during a migraine attack. I commonly feel
anxious, sad,… 

Jess Plant @IAmJessPlant 
@beth_morton A1. The emotions I experience I think are more due to the impacts of the migraine rather than the migraine itself. The
emotions I experience most frequently are irritability (due to the pain?) and depression (due to not being able to do what I had
planned?) #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @smithbrainz: @beth_morton #MigraineChat A1: Dread, then despair, then resignation. The sooner I get to the resignation part,
the sooner… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A1. All of them! Seriously, sometimes it's so hard to know. Prodrome can be crankyness or elation. Mid-attack I think
a res… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Do strong emotions - of any kind - trigger a #migraine attack for you? If so, how has this affected you and/or how you express
emotion? #MigraineChat https://t.co/DvjG84mkWs 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton Restlessness is something I can definitely relate to. For me its a very, something is wrong, type of
restlessness. It's can feel very out of place and overwhelming that way. #MigraineChat 

Jess Plant @IAmJessPlant 
@beth_morton A2. I've only started getting migraines fairly recently, and I haven't noticed anything. I think a headache/health diary
would help, but I find keeping up with that kind of stuff difficult. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A2: Both great sadness and great happiness trigger my migraine attacks. It used to scare me when the happiness triggered them. My
therapist told me any strong emotions can do it. Is this just me? #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A1. Not so much with the migraine itself but there's this, just wanting to give up on people, crossed with anger, crossed with
frustration, crossed with, despair, crossed with burn myself to change the world, that is. I can't live in a society like this and have to.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Do strong emotions - of any kind - trigger a #migraine attack for you? If so, how has this affected you and/or
how y… 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A2: Strong emotions sometimes do trigger migraine attacks. It's frustrating when getting really happy and excited
causes one. If I already have an attack, strong emotions increase pain. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: @Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton Restlessness is something I can definitely relate to. For me its a very, something is
wrong, t… 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A2. For me strong emotions typically do not trigger an attack. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Yes, this is a good distinction. Some people might get emotions as a symptom (e.g., prodrome). Others might experience emotions as
a consequence of the impacts of #migraine (e.g., the stages of grief). Or both! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A2: Strong emotions sometimes do trigger migraine attacks. It's frustrating when getting really
happy and e… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Yes, particularly anger which might be why I sometimes find dramatic expressions of anger difficult to manifest. Also intense sadness
but I think that has more to do with being a bit of a crier and that triggering migraines than the emotion itself doing so. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Yes, this is a good distinction. Some people might get emotions as a symptom (e.g., prodrome). Others might
experience emo… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A2. Most of the time, I do not notice strong emotions triggering an attack, most likely because I have head pain &
migraine symptoms 24/7. Occasionally I will notice that if I am already having an increase in symptoms & am really stressed, my head
will pulse more. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A1: Heightened anxiety for sure in prodrome and irritability during a migraine attack. I never realized how irritable I got until my partner
pointed it out and I was able to link it back to pain. 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. This is where I find it really hard to differentiate stress, intense emotion and sensory overload. A really fun day at the beach,
chatting away with a friend for hours can precede an attack but as for which of those is the trigger, I'm stumped. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Do strong emotions - of any kind - trigger a #migraine attack for you? If so, how has this affected you and/or
how y… 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A2b: I have never thought about if this has caused me to change how I express emotions. I am unaware of it has.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ No! Me, too! I think it's the wave of adrenaline (or whatever hormones) that get "triggered" by the emotions. For me
anger or happiness can both be a migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton A2. Yes, sometimes very severe anxiety/fear will trigger a migraine. I have learned to manage my normal anxiety well
enough now that this generally only happens in response to severe, acute stressors, such as nearly being hit by a car. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A1: Heightened anxiety for sure in prodrome and irritability during a migraine attack. I never realized how irritable I got until my partner
pointed it out and I was able to link it back to pain. #migrainechat 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton A2. prolonged intense stress about work or finances will inevitably get to me eventually and knock me out of
commission. there were also incidents when memories about my trauma get triggered and cause a migraine which isn't fun.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: yes! Anger is the worst but even sudden joy can trigger a pain flare. I try to stay as even-keeled as possible when
discussing emotional issues in my relationships, which can frustrate others. But it's the best way to prevent these sorts of flares.
#MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
But this means, currently. No I won't approach emotions any differently in order to avoid migraines. I treat migraine as inevitable and
something to figure out how to live safely with. When I was younger though, I tried to minimize that anticipation. #MigraineChat 
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Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A2. When I was a child, anticipatory excitement would trigger migraines for me. As an adult, it's a lot harder to sort out, because it is
more like I'll already be in a migraine before any emotions get to it. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@migrainesallday Migraine (attacks) makes me SO irritable. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A2. Accepting that my emotions may have contributed to my head pulsating more allows me to move forward into
helping myself instead of blaming myself for making things worse (because that never helps me!) #MigraineChat 2/2 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@IAmJessPlant @beth_morton It can be very difficult to stay keeping a diary of you are not used to it. For some people, diaries are
helpful, others less so Initially I just noted when I had a migraine attack on a calendar, then over time started logging further details.
Now I use an app. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@tuttleturtle42 @beth_morton I think sometimes we won't be able to fully tell and that's okay too. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine, especially chronic migraine, can put people at greater risk of anxiety & depression. Living with the
unpredicta… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Has any type of therapy been effective for managing the emotions that may come with #migraine? How so? Have you ever seen
a therapist trained in chronic pain/chronic illness? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Uuq6lWB13B 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@Kristacatlady @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton I've really struggled with migraine logging, and have found an app way easier than
anything else - I like Migraine Buddy my favorite personally - but even that I am not managing more than managing. It is really hard to
actually log I find #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Yes, this is a good distinction. Some people might get emotions as a symptom (e.g., prodrome). Others might
experience emo… 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@Alexandria_SZ One of my docs said strong emotions (positive or negative) further activate our already overactive nervous systems,
so both can trigger attacks for some people. Defintely not just you. #MigraineChat 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Ugh and then I get worried about “did I get too angry and will I have a migraine” on top of feeling
unhappy that I got angry! #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton Ugh! A2. #MigraineChat ^ 

𝚂𝚊𝚜𝚜𝚢 𝚂𝚙𝚒𝚌𝚎 ✨ @anchorsawaysam 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine, especially chronic migraine, can put people at greater risk of anxiety & depression. Living with the
unpredicta… 

Emily @OffSeids 
@beth_morton A2. If I am very stressed, it ramps my migraines up.. especially the neurological symptoms that go along with
migraines. It can knock me out of commission for a few days. #MigraineChat 

Cblove @ccbarn 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What emotions do you associate with #migraine or a migraine attack? Or more directly, what emotions do you
experienc… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A2. Most of the time, I do not notice strong emotions triggering an attack, most likely because I
have head pa… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A2. This is where I find it really hard to differentiate stress, intense emotion and sensory overload. A really fun day
at… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. I definitely get irritable, I think it’s a frustration in trying to talk through pain and symptoms and I end up being short
while trying to communicate. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @Alexandria_SZ No! Me, too! I think it's the wave of adrenaline (or whatever hormones) that get "triggered" by
the emotion… 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@bennessb Also, for anyone with migraines, @beth_morton is hosting #MigraineChat right now - please join us! 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A3. The therapist I was sent to specializing in chronic pain was awful and if anything made my life worse. I kept being told how much
everything was my fault for being multiply neurodivergent. If only I wasn't autistic I wouldn't be in pain. It's my fault. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@tuttleturtle42 @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton I love Migraine Buddy. The reports help me determine changes in my migraine attacks
over time and help me determine if preventative meds are helping. Sometimes the changes are subtle so I would miss them without it.
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A3. Acceptance & Commitment Therapy (ACT) has helped me & my patients w/ the many emotions that come w/
migraine disease. When we experience overwhelming feelings, it can be helpful to remind ourselves of the chess metaphor by
@DrRussHarris (link in next tweet). #MigraineChat 1/2 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton @DrRussHarris Z3. Watch this video clip https://t.co/ji1jfFePK4 (please note that listening to the video without
watching it is just as helpful as I understand some graphics may trigger a migraine attack). #MigraineChat 2/2 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton Relieved to hear that. But also sorry that you have this, too ♥  #MigraineChat 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton A3. frankly I feel more therapists need extra training in talking to chronic pain/chronically ill folks. also we should make
is more accessible for these folks to get licensed and certified as mental health professionals we can assist our own community.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Yes! I’m pretty good at keeping my emotions level but if I get into a screaming fit with say my parents or end up
crying the migraine is soon to follow. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Heightened anxiety for sure in prodrome and irritability during a migraine attack. I never realized how
irritable… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Has any type of therapy been effective for managing the emotions that may come with #migraine? How so?
Have you ever… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Aqueda_Veronica: @beth_morton A2. prolonged intense stress about work or finances will inevitably get to me eventually and
knock me out… 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
@Kristacatlady @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton If you are in the market for advice on tracking your symptoms, @HemingwayMuse
makes some good suggestions in this article: https://t.co/s2ptGDcKrE #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A2: yes! Anger is the worst but even sudden joy can trigger a pain flare. I try to stay as even-
keeled as possi… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A2. When I was a child, anticipatory excitement would trigger migraines for me. As an adult, it's a lot harder to
sort… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A3. Cont. it will pass. Knowing why and knowing it's temporary helps a lot. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday Same #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A2. Accepting that my emotions may have contributed to my head pulsating more allows me to
move forward into h… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: I had depression when my migraines first became 24/7. I saw a therapist who helped me see that I was in the
grieving process for my old life, and that that was perfectly understandable. I also understood that I'd go through that at various points
in my illness. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Kristacatlady: @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton It can be very difficult to stay keeping a diary of you are not used to it. For some
people,… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
My therapist wasn’t educated in chronic illness when I started seeing her but has been very good about educating herself
independently, not making it my job to do so. She’s also helped me recognize my prodrone anxiety and deal with migraine related
grief. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@tuttleturtle42 That's terrible. I'm sorry you experienced that. Finding a good therapist is really hard. I think I'm on my fifth since
moving back to Vermont! #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Has any type of therapy been effective for managing the emotions that may come with #migraine? How so?
Have you ever… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Same!!! If I start crying hard or am extremely upset it usually always triggers a migraine attack.
#migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @bennessb Also, for anyone with migraines, @beth_morton is hosting #MigraineChat right now - please join us! 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. Last year I worked a lot with a spiritual coach where we emphasized mindfulness and balance and that has really
helped me recognize emotions, allow myself to feel them, and then release them. Holding onto them for too long can really
exacerbate my symptoms. #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A3. My therapist, who isn't specifically for pain, is one who has migraines, and I find that helps a lot. Someone who can work with all
of me, is needed. And someone who can relate to me, helps a lot with working with me. #MigraineChat 
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Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
So sometimes my therapy is about migraines, and sometimes not. That's how things are and how it has to be for therapy to have any
benefit I find. This might not be the case for someone else, who isn't multiply neurodivergent. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Oh hey, me too! We should start a club! #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A3: Mindfulness has helped me deal with the pain. My therapist suggested meditation, but that increases the pain. Mindfulness works
better for me to reduce the pain a bit #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton I agree. I went to a few therapists before finding one who understood CI/CP. We need more who
understand how dynamic the interplay is between our pain and our mental health. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Kristacatlady: @Alexandria_SZ One of my docs said strong emotions (positive or negative) further activate our already
overactive nervou… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @fabriKatie: @Kristacatlady @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton If you are in the market for advice on tracking your symptoms,
@HemingwayMuse mak… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@Kristacatlady Glad to hear it. Thank you #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A3: Doing Action and Commitment Therapy by reading The Happiness Trap has helped me immensely. I did some
individual and group therapy for a short period when I became chronic. Have done a heck of a lot of therapy in the past though.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OffSeids: @beth_morton A2. If I am very stressed, it ramps my migraines up.. especially the neurological symptoms that go
along with mi… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Kristacatlady: @tuttleturtle42 @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton I love Migraine Buddy. The reports help me determine changes in
my migraine a… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A3. Acceptance & Commitment Therapy (ACT) has helped me & my patients w/ the many emotions
that come w/ migrai… 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton This is a tricky question to answer as this can also be a prodromal symptom so it might seem like it triggered it but
was actually the onset of the attack. #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Aqueda_Veronica: @beth_morton A3. frankly I feel more therapists need extra training in talking to chronic pain/chronically ill
folks.… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: @Kristacatlady @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton If you are in the market for advice on tracking your symptoms,
@HemingwayMuse mak… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@Kristacatlady @beth_morton The Happiness Trap is one of my favorite ACT books! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A3: I had depression when my migraines first became 24/7. I saw a therapist who helped me see
that I was in the… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: My therapist wasn’t educated in chronic illness when I started seeing her but has been very good about educating
herself… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @migrainesallday: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Same!!! If I start crying hard or am extremely upset it usually always
triggers a migraine… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A3. Last year I worked a lot with a spiritual coach where we emphasized mindfulness and
balance and that ha… 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton Definitely! Had a close friend go to a therapist who focused on the attention and positive
reinforcement my friend got from being sick. As if my friend wasn't really ill but just doing it for attention. It was awful! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A3. My therapist, who isn't specifically for pain, is one who has migraines, and I find that helps a lot. Someone
who c… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A3. Not therapy, but I have found educating myself and learning about other people's experiences (mainly through #MigraineChat!)
has been a huge help. 

Gloom Moon @HermeticVirgo 
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine, especially chronic migraine, can put people at greater risk of anxiety & depression. Living with the
unpredicta… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Do you use mindfulness, deep breathing, or relaxation techniques to manage stress, emotions, or migraine symptoms? If you
have found these techniques challenging, what are some of your other outlets? #MigraineChat https://t.co/JimfILAItT 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A3: Doing Action and Commitment Therapy by reading The Happiness Trap has helped me
immensely. I did some i… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A3. Not therapy, but I have found educating myself and learning about other people's experiences (mainly through
#MigraineC… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you use mindfulness, deep breathing, or relaxation techniques to manage stress, emotions, or migraine
symptoms? I… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you use mindfulness, deep breathing, or relaxation techniques to manage stress, emotions, or migraine
symptoms? I… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton I tell patients to look for Clinical Health Psychologists, Pain Psychologists, or Rehabilitation
Psychologists to help with #ChronicIllness and #ChronicPain. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Should add that I also have depression and examining the ways in which migraines and depression interact and working to
understand those connections has also been very helpful. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @MaeNena73: @Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton I agree. I went to a few therapists before finding one who understood CI/CP.
We need more who… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A4 I use all three, often all at once, to manage the migraine pain #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton I tell patients to look for Clinical Health Psychologists, Pain Psychologists, or
Rehabilitat… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Should add that I also have depression and examining the ways in which migraines and depression interact and
working to… 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton I did have a negative experience with a young psychoanalyst who couldn’t wrap his head around my circumstances. I
plan a lot because the probability of me having to abandon Plan A due to a migraine is very high. He was convinced this was bad
because Worrying Is Bad #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A4. Diaphragmatic breathing is the number one skill I use when experiencing a pain flare or a wave of emotions. Due
to my rare disease, pain medications do not work for me, therefore I had to practice coping skills like my life depended on it, because
it really did. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@theeotherlisa @migrainesallday So do I #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@Alexandria_SZ I find it really hard to engage in meditation if I'm in pain. I need something more concrete to focus on otherwise the
pain is more prominent. I prefer to do a brainless task (like dead-heading flowers, for instance) with a meditation track on in the
background. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. Mindfulness has been huge. I’ve used yoga to guide that journey so I learn the techniques on the mat and then
work to bring the breathing and awareness into the rest of my day. Being present and letting go have been the most rewarding as it
relates to migraine #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A3b: I should have said ACT has helped me accept my emotions. Helps me stop the internal chatter that fuels
negative emotions and just feel the emotion itself. Helps me just kind of sit with them without resisting them so much. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A4. Slowing down our breathing can allow us to physiologically slow down so we can psychologically slow down. This
slowing down can allow us to make sound decisions on how to care for ourselves. #MigraineChat 2/2 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you use mindfulness, deep breathing, or relaxation techniques to manage stress, emotions, or migraine
symptoms? I… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@SusanaHancock_ @beth_morton So sorry. #MigraineChat 

Kay @nappyheadblkgrl 
RT @Kristacatlady: @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton It can be very difficult to stay keeping a diary of you are not used to it. For some
people,… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4 cont. I also have found that laying down and playing soft piano music has really helped. I know music therapy is
used for all sorts of things and I think it helps relax me in a way similar to meditation - but meditation doesn’t work for me.
#MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: I meditate with deep breathing to try to manage stress. I also find ASMR videos helpful in relaxing. But if I have
the energy, spending time outdoors is more healing than anything else. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Mar_Wetzel Ahhhh, I've gotten this, too! I've been told basically that planning for bad days is manifesting them somehow and I
need to assume I'm going to have a good day. Except. I know my pattern. I can't positive think it away! That was the end of that
therapist. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@tuttleturtle42 A3: I am sorry you experienced that. How terrible. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Yes!! Getting to the point where I can be in severe pain and just accept this is where I’m at for the day
and that’s okay rather than dwelling on what I could be doing was a huge turning point. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@Kristacatlady @Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton Yikes! That's not therapeutic at all. #MigraineChat 

Irish Goddess @irishgirl1155 
Yes. I suffered from cluster migraines for decades and mindful breathing was the only solution for me to weathering the storm. 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton A3: thank you for mentioning this. I encountered some doctors in the early stages of my chronic
migraines who just sort of freaked out about possible depression, and it led me to avoid being open about it. This sounds like a much
healthier way to handle that. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I find relaxation and meditation to be useful before and after a migraine but not during an attack, then I find it mostly useful to just let
my emotions happen without trying to manage them much. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@fabriKatie I’d call dead-heading flowers a meditation. I might be able to do some moving meditation (not the sitting kind) during non-
hemiplegic migraine attacks, but during hemiplegic migraine attacks, I can’t get my head from the pillow #MigraineChat 

Emily @OffSeids 
@beth_morton A4. Deep breathing helps, mainly to stay calm. If I’m not too sound sensitive at that moment, light music helps distract
me. Opening a window or turning on a fan help keep me calm as well. Another relaxation outlet for me is a hot shower, or heat on my
head/neck. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I second this. If I can sit in the sun for a bit and just absorb the warmth I definitely have had my
symptoms improve. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AdriaCL1 Yes! Chicken and egg conundrum. It can be hard to figure out. I only tend to blame emotion if it's a clear sudden
emotional surge and immediate change in symptoms. #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A4. Things like mindfulness and mediation don't work for me at all because they cause me to dissociate (more), and I'm already
incredibly dissociative, pretty much surviving via dissociation. I can't handle losing that much awareness of...everything
#MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
This goes back to the first question really. The other thing that's not really an emotion that I associate with migraine is dissociation.
How I cope is dissociation. How I survive is dissociation. It lets me survive 24/7 migraine, with costs. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A4. Diaphragmatic breathing is the number one skill I use when experiencing a pain flare or a wave
of emotions… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: @Alexandria_SZ I find it really hard to engage in meditation if I'm in pain. I need something more concrete to focus
on oth… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4. Mindfulness has been huge. I’ve used yoga to guide that journey so I learn the
techniques on the mat an… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A4. Yes! I learned how to do breathing exercises (from a yoga instructor and from a military wellness center) & I
always find them helpful - I have even used them to help manage pain during painful medical procedures. Mindfulness just makes me
more aware of the pain #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Same here #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A4. I dabble in meditation but don't really commit. Routine is probablymy greatest tool. That and participating in things that lift me (the
outdoors, making stuff, etc.) #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A4. Slowing down our breathing can allow us to physiologically slow down so we can
psychologically slow down.… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4 cont. I also have found that laying down and playing soft piano music has really helped. I
know music th… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A4: I meditate with deep breathing to try to manage stress. I also find ASMR videos helpful in
relaxing. But if… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Acceptance is so important for living with chronic illness! Many people misunderstand acceptance.
It's not something that is "one and done" rather it's something we continually work on. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@Mar_Wetzel @Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton Usually pain comes after the stress. Not sure though if it's the sudden stop of
stress that causes the pain flare, or if I pushed too hard through the stress and caused it. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Yes!! Getting to the point where I can be in severe pain and just accept this
is where I’m at… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @Mar_Wetzel Ahhhh, I've gotten this, too! I've been told basically that planning for bad days is manifesting them
somehow… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: I find relaxation and meditation to be useful before and after a migraine but not during an attack, then I find it
mostl… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @fabriKatie I’d call dead-heading flowers a meditation. I might be able to do some moving meditation (not the
sitting ki… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OffSeids: @beth_morton A4. Deep breathing helps, mainly to stay calm. If I’m not too sound sensitive at that moment, light
music helps… 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@fabriKatie I'm going to make a joke here about routine being a tool I use (but seriously routine is how to make things work and I am
annoyed at people who think there's problems with routine) #MigraineChat 
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Hauntie Kip, big tiddy goth himbo ☭ @TragicallyKip 
@beth_morton A3. I've been having migraines since I was 10 years old (so 28 years now), and this is the first time I've seen anyone
mention that migraines can cause emotional stuff. I feel so vindicated. I'm in tears. Answers: No, I thought I was crazy. And no, I have
not. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A4. I dabble in meditation but don't really commit. Routine is probablymy greatest tool. That and participating in
things t… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Mar_Wetzel @MaeNena73 Absolutely. I realized I was going through the stages of grief - sometimes multiple times and non-
linearally (is that a word) - and it helped me feel like I wasn't abnormal for having those feelings. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Acceptance is so important for living with chronic illness! Many people
misunderstand acceptance… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Do you feel like anyone in your life understands the emotional impact that #migraine has on your life? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/3XHpmAXvCE 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @Mar_Wetzel @MaeNena73 Absolutely. I realized I was going through the stages of grief - sometimes multiple
times and non-l… 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A4: Mindfulness and guided meditations help me during mild and moderate attacks. I am so glad I
was an avid meditator before I got really sick. It helped me cope with the emotions when I became sick. I still struggle with anger and
grief, etc though. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: @fabriKatie I'm going to make a joke here about routine being a tool I use (but seriously routine is how to make
things… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@tuttleturtle42 @fabriKatie What’s wrong with routine? #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Do you feel like anyone in your life understands the emotional impact that #migraine has on your life?
#MigraineChat h… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A5. Sometimes my patients become frustrated or hurt as they feel their loved ones do not understand migraine
disease no matter how much they or their doctors try to explain it. #MigraineChat 1/2 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A5. While it would be ideal if key family members and friends are supportive, I encourage patients to get support from
the migraine community (e.g., @CoalitionCHAMP) so that they feel heard, understood, and believed. #MigraineChat 2/2 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@HemingwayMuse @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Totally! I often have a much better day (both in terms of mood and productivity) if
I "give up" rather than "push on". #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A5: Only other people with migraine or other chronic pain seem to understand #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ @tuttleturtle42 @fabriKatie My migraine body NEEDS routine! It laughs in the face of spontaneity! #MigraineChat 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@Kristacatlady @beth_morton Yes!! I’m glad I had yoga in my life before getting sick because it gave me something familiar to go to
and try and use to cope. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
My partners and closest friends do, my family of origin is less understanding. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Kristacatlady: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A4: Mindfulness and guided meditations help me during mild and moderate
attacks. I am so gla… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A5. Sometimes my patients become frustrated or hurt as they feel their loved ones do not
understand migraine d… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A5. While it would be ideal if key family members and friends are supportive, I encourage patients
to get supp… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Do you feel like anyone in your life understands the emotional impact that #migraine has on your life?
#MigraineChat h… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton @tuttleturtle42 @fabriKatie Same here! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ @tuttleturtle42 @fabriKatie Though when it comes to meditation.... I'm lousy at sticking to a habit, so....
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: my mom & grandma did, & my sister does (all migraineurs too). But my dad, friends, and extended family? Not
really. They think that since I'm used to being in pain all the time that it shouldn't bother me anymore. #MigraineChat 

Cynthia Harrison @CynthiaHarriso1 
Nope. I think it's that way with pain. Unless someone is an empath, they may sympathize, but they don't feel your pain, and mostly
they are skeptical, think you're a drama queen, wanting attention, whatever. 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. I’m very fortunate to have a lot of people in my life who also have migraine or chronic pain, so even if I forget that
they get it, I know deep down that they’re probably experiencing a lot of these emotions too #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A5: my mom & grandma did, & my sister does (all migraineurs too). But my dad, friends, and
extended family? Not… 

Jess Plant @IAmJessPlant 
@beth_morton A5. I live with my Mum who I think to at least some extent does understand the emotional impact of my #migraine.
Also, (I think is probably the real key), she is open to knowing more about my experience and trying to understand my emotional
experiences. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Oh, ouch! #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
Actually, just having a little talk to myself and reminding myself of how much I know can be incredibly helpful too. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton So frustrating! Another thing I notice is, if I'm having worse pain and am explaining that, sometimes
people will say "well, you're always in pain." Um, yes, but there are different LEVELS and some levels and symptoms are easier to
deal with than others! #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@Alexandria_SZ @fabriKatie Routine is amazing! I was just saying I would make a joke about this because liking routine is
pathologized (and this means people try to therapy out routine, when it is what is needed) in other words. I'm just being an autistic
migrainer. I need routine. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @MindfulDrG: @MaeNena73 @beth_morton So frustrating! Another thing I notice is, if I'm having worse pain and am explaining
that, sometim… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@CynthiaHarriso1 Oh the accusations that fly when people don’t understand the pain of migraine disorder #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5 cont. I also want to shoutout my doctor who absolutely understands. We’ve had so little progress so now during
follow up appointments we talk about things that bring me joy like plants and horror and he really emphasizes how important having
those things are #MigraineChat 

Emily @OffSeids 
@beth_morton A5. Honestly, no. Maybe a few people understand it to a small degree. I tend to put on the brave face & “suck it up”
attitude when I’m exhausted both physically & mentally. I don’t blame those who don’t understand. Can’t understand it unless you go
through it too. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A5: my husband definitely does understand. Some of my family understands to a certain extent. They at least try to
understand so that is nice. #MigraineChat 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton A5: Understands in terms of recognizes its existence, yes. But when I’m experiencing the migraine-despair, it feels
very isolating. Like part of the experience is its inherent loneliness. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
This! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: @Alexandria_SZ @fabriKatie Routine is amazing! I was just saying I would make a joke about this because liking
routine… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Great doctor! Living our values is key! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@tuttleturtle42 @fabriKatie I need routine, too, to help reduce migraine attacks #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @CynthiaHarriso1 Oh the accusations that fly when people don’t understand the pain of migraine disorder
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OffSeids: @beth_morton A5. Honestly, no. Maybe a few people understand it to a small degree. I tend to put on the brave face
& “suck it… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. How do you respond to people who give you unsolicited advice on things they think you should try for your #migraine attacks and
related emotions? #MigraineChat https://t.co/mAr778iIdz 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @MindfulDrG: @MaeNena73 @beth_morton So frustrating! Another thing I notice is, if I'm having worse pain and am explaining
that, sometim… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@OffSeids @beth_morton 💜This is why I am thankful for our migraine community. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@OffSeids @beth_morton This is so true. It wasn’t until I started writing about migraine and my experience that a lot of people around
me understood. Communicating what it’s like is really hard if they don’t live with it too. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@CynthiaHarriso1 The best migraine dr I ever had also had migraine. I got to benefit from all the medical research she did to help
herself. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @CynthiaHarriso1 The best migraine dr I ever had also had migraine. I got to benefit from all the medical
research she d… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A6. This is a HUGE pet peeve for me. I have noticed that the deeper I get into advocacy, the more comfortable I am
with asking people not to give me advice. Some still do, so I choose how to respond in that moment. #MigraineChat 1/4 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @beth_morton A5: Understands in terms of recognizes its existence, yes. But when I’m experiencing the migraine-
despair, it… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton I feel this too. I've wondered if it's largely because the world seems filled with pain/nausea triggers in an
attack so it's easy to feel like everything and everyone is in a world we can't function in then. #MigraineChat 

Nush @djnush_ 
@Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton Agreed! I will not be going back to my most recent therapist for that exact reason. Actually I feel
like because of my migraines my therapist no longer wanted to see me? Cos she felt those needed to be dealt with first before coming
to her.  ♀  #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @tuttleturtle42 @fabriKatie I need routine, too, to help reduce migraine attacks #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. How do you respond to people who give you unsolicited advice on things they think you should try for your
#migraine at… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A6. People do not understand the complexity of migraine & do not seem to recognize that what helped their moms
uncles brother is completely different than what may help you. #MigraineChat 2/4 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @OffSeids @beth_morton This is so true. It wasn’t until I started writing about migraine and my experience
that a lot of… 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton A4. a combination of meditation, journaling and mindful walks in the nature seems to do the trick for me. sometimes
it's hard to motivate myself to do the work even when I know it's good for me. #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. This is a HUGE pet peeve for me. I have noticed that the deeper I get into advocacy, the more
comfortable… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I tried to respond calmly, remembering that they mean well but being clear about not wanting unsolicited advice but internally I find it
incredibly frustrating. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A6: depends on my mood. Sometimes I just thank them, others I am sarcastic, others I am mildly aggressive. Ugh.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton Oh, the people who DM/PM with cures for migraine disorder. So annoying... #MigraineChat 

Jess Plant @IAmJessPlant 
@beth_morton Q6. - I generally don't mind people giving unsolicited advice. For me, I only find it difficult if they don't accept my
response to their advice, e.g. "I've tried it and it didn't work for me". If they then continue to push the same advice, I get a bit annoyed.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @djnush_: @Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton Agreed! I will not be going back to my most recent therapist for that exact reason.
Actually I f… 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton A5. a special shout to my friend who shares adorable corgi pics in case on emergency. you know who you are :)
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. The other day I learnt the phrase, "It's okay - this ain't my first rodeo". I'm thinking it could come in handy! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6. I’ve reached the point where it’s few and far between and something I only encounter online. I just say thanks and
move on. I’m very vocal about when I want advice in all areas of life so most people accept the boundary I’ve put up. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@djnush_ @Aqueda_Veronica @beth_morton What!?!? Time for a new therapist imo #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. People do not understand the complexity of migraine & do not seem to recognize that what
helped their moms… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Aqueda_Veronica: @beth_morton A4. a combination of meditation, journaling and mindful walks in the nature seems to do the
trick for me.… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: I tried to respond calmly, remembering that they mean well but being clear about not wanting unsolicited advice but
inte… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Aqueda_Veronica: @beth_morton A5. a special shout to my friend who shares adorable corgi pics in case on emergency. you
know who you ar… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6. In person I often find it now when it’s someone new and they’re curious about migraine and they may ask if I’ve
tried something. I used to get upset by this but I’ve grown to see it as them trying to understand not force me to do something.
#MigraineChat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. I do struggle with this, especially when you've told people you are mid-attack and they think that's the time to quiz you on it.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. The other day I learnt the phrase, "It's okay - this ain't my first rodeo". I'm thinking it could come in handy!
#Migra… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: depends. If I know it's in good faith, I'll either gently correct them or ignore it (if I don't have the energy). If I've
corrected them more than once, I get pissy because then it's more about them. If it's an internet rando, I ignore & block.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Hahaha, I use this all the time and in this context! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6. I’ve reached the point where it’s few and far between and something I only encounter
online. I just say… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 continued. Also the new twitter feature of limiting replies has been GREAT in reducing advice if I’m just venting
about pain or symptoms. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6. In person I often find it now when it’s someone new and they’re curious about migraine
and they may ask… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A6. I’ve had people “explain” treatment options to me without prompting. Unsolicited advice is insulting because it
insinuates that the person doesn’t think you have looked into all the options or that you aren’t trying hard enough, etc. #MigraineChat
3/4 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. I do struggle with this, especially when you've told people you are mid-attack and they think that's the time to quiz
y…

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A6. People with chronic illness are the EXPERTS of their own bodies, if we want advice, we will ask (Hint: if you are
not on our medical team and are not in our diagnosis community, we are likely not going to ask for or want your advice, just sayin’.)
#MigraineChat 4/4 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. People with chronic illness are the EXPERTS of their own bodies, if we want advice, we will ask
(Hint: if… 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
Like there's a lot of emotional impact, but I still truthfully cannot imagine anything else. I have described it as it would be truly
traumatizing to take away my migraines, as much as I'd want to, because it'd be such a change, that I don't know how to live. 2/5
#MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
With things so constant, and so lifelong - it is just, there. I can be both sobbing in bed, and saying that this is just how life is. I can be
both terrified of collapsing in the middle of the road again, and saying, this can't keep me from doing things I want 3/5 #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
Which means, the emotional impact for me, is so constant it isn't a big deal in some ways. Even as I know I have disabling
dissociation. While my partner is scared for me. He's exhausted for me. He's angry at what others are doing to me. 4/5 #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A5. I actually truthfully think my migraines have more of an emotional impact on my partner's life than my own frequently. If you ignore
dissociation. I have been disabled my whole life. I've had migraines since I was young. To me this is normal. 1/5 #MigraineChat 
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Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
He has to try to cope with those fluctuations in a way I don't have to. I just live like this. He has to support me through it. 5/5
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A6. Depends on their perceived intent. Also, anger, frustration, & irritability are probably the most acceptable emotions
to demonstrate in our society, so most ppl don't call me out on them. I appreciate the days Tweeps show me extra gracemakes me
want to do better #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. How do you respond to people who give you unsolicited advice on things they think you should try for your
#migraine at… 

Emily @OffSeids 
@beth_morton A6. I learned to brush it off, even when the advice is unwanted, something I’ve already tried or something I know won’t
work. I used to get annoyed. now I understand that people usually mean well when they offer advice.. so I let it go and let them get a
word in. #MigraineChat 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton A6. used to politely nod and smile. now I squint and stab them with sarcasm. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Same here on the Block, especially if they send me unsolicited links to celery seed juice or whatever
they’re pushing #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. I’ve had people “explain” treatment options to me without prompting. Unsolicited advice is
insulting becau… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6 continued. Also the new twitter feature of limiting replies has been GREAT in reducing
advice if I’m jus… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. I’ve had people “explain” treatment options to me without prompting. Unsolicited advice is
insulting becau… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT. [TW mention of suicide:] People living w/#migraine can experience suicidal thoughts. This is normal. However if you are struggling
& do not have immediate support, this number is available 24/7: National Suicide Prevention Line 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
@800273TALK #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. People with chronic illness are the EXPERTS of their own bodies, if we want advice, we will ask
(Hint: if… 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. People with chronic illness are the EXPERTS of their own bodies, if we want advice, we will ask
(Hint: if… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @tuttleturtle42: A5. I actually truthfully think my migraines have more of an emotional impact on my partner's life than my own
frequent… 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
A6. Snark, sarcasm, and self-deprecating humor. Is this the best thing? Maybe not. Is it what I actually do? Absolutely. It's a coping
skill. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT. We know #migraine is real and not “all in your head.” We also know it’s symptoms are wide ranging. If you happen to struggle
emotionally, it does not make your migraine disease any less valid. That hour went FAST! Any final questions/comments for me or Dr.
G? #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OneSickVet: @beth_morton A6. Depends on their perceived intent. Also, anger, frustration, & irritability are probably the most
acceptab… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OffSeids: @beth_morton A6. I learned to brush it off, even when the advice is unwanted, something I’ve already tried or
something I kno… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank you, Dr. Geraghty, for co-hosting today and to all who joined. This could be a tough week. Take care of yourselves. Use the
#MigraineChat & #MigraineChatQA hashtags to check-in or ask questions this month, if needed. 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: CT. [TW mention of suicide:] People living w/#migraine can experience suicidal thoughts. This is normal. However
if you ar… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: CT. [TW mention of suicide:] People living w/#migraine can experience suicidal thoughts. This is normal. However
if you ar… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: CT. We know #migraine is real and not “all in your head.” We also know it’s symptoms are wide ranging. If you
happen to st… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I will catch up on the conversation throughout the afternoon. Feel free to take a break and do the same. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. People with chronic illness are the EXPERTS of their own bodies, if we want advice, we will ask
(Hint: if… 

alexander  @kerrangutang 
Q5: Until recently I’d have said no! My whole childhood my migraines were downplayed and I was made to feel like they were a fault
of my character. My partner however is a gem. Totally gets it. Doesn’t overstep boundaries but really encourages me to rest and
recuperate. 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton @800273TALK Find a clinical health, pain, or rehabilitation psychologist: https://t.co/QN0tiH7Nuk
https://t.co/jsdyR9E7uH https://t.co/QUFFGncp7h #MigraineChat 2/2 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton Thank you, Beth, for #MigraineChat. Stay warm, but enjoy looking at the snow ♥  #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton @800273TALK Find a clinical health, pain, or rehabilitation psychologist: https://t.co/QN0tiH7Nuk
https://t.c… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton Thank you ! Great #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: CT. We know #migraine is real and not “all in your head.” We also know it’s symptoms are wide ranging. If you
happen to st… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you, Dr. Geraghty, for co-hosting today and to all who joined. This could be a tough week. Take care of
yourselves.… 
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alexander  @kerrangutang 
Q6: Therapy is teaching me that I can refuse advice (thereby enforcing my boundaries) in a polite way so I don’t get emotional and
trigger a migraine, lol. I just thank them, acknowledge they were trying to help, and say I already have a great treatment regime in
place. 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton @800273TALK Useful resource for people in the UK is https://t.co/3zlBHhz7C7 #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: @beth_morton @800273TALK Useful resource for people in the UK is https://t.co/3zlBHhz7C7 #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton Thank you again for having me! Sending warmth to all of you in the migraine community. 💜 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @fabriKatie: @beth_morton @800273TALK Useful resource for people in the UK is https://t.co/3zlBHhz7C7 #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@OwlJourney Me, too. I sometimes get so hyped up when I get a migraine attack. Talking fast, mind racing. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton A big thank you! #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @beth_morton: CT. [TW mention of suicide:] People living w/#migraine can experience suicidal thoughts. This is normal. However
if you ar… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @fabriKatie: @beth_morton @800273TALK Useful resource for people in the UK is https://t.co/3zlBHhz7C7 #MigraineChat 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
RT @beth_morton: CT. We know #migraine is real and not “all in your head.” We also know it’s symptoms are wide ranging. If you
happen to st… 

CrabbyCelebrates#SaveALife#Mask! @1crabEgamrchick 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A6. People with chronic illness are the EXPERTS of their own bodies, if we want advice, we will ask
(Hint: if… 

nate @bohemian_loca 
RT @beth_morton: CT. [TW mention of suicide:] People living w/#migraine can experience suicidal thoughts. This is normal. However
if you ar… 

Rebecca Ferrer @Reblogga 
RT @beth_morton: CT. [TW mention of suicide:] People living w/#migraine can experience suicidal thoughts. This is normal. However
if you ar… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Looking forward to continuing this in the Facebook group. I'm sure I will think of more stuff! It's also good for the times
I can't make it on here. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@Aleek87 @beth_morton @DrRussHarris It def is not easy. If you're in the US, find a clinical health, pain, or rehabilitation
psychologist by looking at these links: https://t.co/QN0tiH7Nuk https://t.co/jsdyR9E7uH https://t.co/QUFFGncp7h #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A1: I used to get euphoria as part of my prodrome. I miss that! Now I get extra irritable (like more than the pain on its
own would account for) and a sense of impending doom. #migrainechat 
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Jennifer Lyons @jGazMom 
@beth_morton A5: My husband. He sees the frustration and disappointment when I can't attend planned events. He sees the
sadness when I think about how the pain never ends. He has been a wonderful support and blessing to me. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A2 yes! Especially anger and the particular stress of being in a situation that feels impossible. I mostly stuff my
feelings in a box, but they still leak back out as migraines so  ♀  #migrainechat 

Jennifer Lyons @jGazMom 
@beth_morton A6: I usually have to explain why it wouldn't work for me and then thank them for thinking of me. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton I feel like the stress one is my body’s way of trying to rescue me from the situation, but if I could solve it by hiding in
bed, I would already have done that, so the migraine obviously just makes it worse #migrainechat 

Agata Weronika @Aqueda_Veronica 
@beth_morton @MindfulDrG thank you both for holding this space for us, it was lovely :) sending extra love to all queer folks and
trauma survivors in this #MigraineChat. you are not alone 🌈 💖 

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A3 mindfulness techniques have been helpful—NOT meditation, but things like “this already sucks, spending energy
wanting it to be different isn’t going to change it.” I haven’t seen a therapist with special training. Have read a lot of books.
#migrainechat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@tuttleturtle42 This is terrible. I am sorry you experienced this. Sadly, it is not uncommon as most therapists are not properly trained
in chronic illness or autism. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A4 Self hypnosis helps when my symptoms are mild to begin with. Past that point, I’m all about distraction.
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@PyesMusings This is so relatable. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A5 no; I don’t think I even understand it 😆 #migrainechat 

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A6 “thanks, that’s good to know” or “sadly that didn’t work for me,” generally. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@kerrangutang Please do! I'd love for it to be a useful resource all month. I try to monitor it and retweet questions/comments, much
like the #NEISvoid space (if you're familiar with that). Use #MigraineChat or #MigraineChatQA 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@dontcallmecathy Yes! Me, too. All of this. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OffSeids @Alexandria_SZ Thanks for joining today! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@kerrangutang So glad you have that support now! #MigraineChat

🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@kerrangutang Such a good point! People mistake realism and peace for defeatism. Which can make it harder to maintain that state
of acceptance... #migrainechat 
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🔥Rebecca🔥💖💜💙 @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton Tbh if they preface it with “I’m sure you’ve already tried this but” or “I’m sure you’re sick of people suggesting cures
but,” my polite smile definitely turns sarcastic #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MindfulDrG @Mar_Wetzel So important. I don't know about chronic pain, in general, but migraine stigma is certainly present among
some health care providers. I don't have data. But anecdotally, have heard enough peers experiences. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@chronicallyil It's so unfair! And you're right. If I cry... migraine. If I stuff it all down... probably somehow not helping.  ♀ 

 ♀ #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@bennessb Cat snuggles, TV, good book, cookies, and such a FANTASTIC turnout for #MigraineChat today! I love our migraine
community! 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@MindfulDrG I wasn't surprised in the slightest tbh. I went only for step therapy. I ended up referred back to my therapist with
"recommendations". My therapist looked at them, and was like...did they really tell you if you learned to look in people's eyes it'd cure
migraines? #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton #ignorance #MigraineChat https://t.co/eBtdJalkQ0 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@grrlintersect A5. #MigraineChat I am lucky enough to have hugely understanding parents & a significant other. My close friends sort
of understand, but not seeing it firsthand I think prevents truly getting it. 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@kerrangutang Yes! This is a good point. I have the same migraine every day, but severity has decreased, and I'm So Happy with
this, it has made a huge difference for me. Others are like everything is awful! And I'm like I'm really happy with what my current
treatment is doing. #MigraineChat 

Tuttleturtle @tuttleturtle42 
@PyesMusings @kerrangutang Things like this are also part of where my self-deprecating humor, and sarcasm all the things comes
from. You tell me I'm being defeatist. Okay, I'll joke about my life. I know this is my life. It can get very "yeah you'll keep saying that,
and?" #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
♥  

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@beth_morton A1: Late answer but I need #MigraineChat ! I get frustrated, anxious & easily confused, cranky and unable to deal as
it’s coming on, then fragile (that’s an emotion for me!) helpless & suffused w/despair when I’m sick & in pain, want my mom, and
panicky about work. After: guilt. 

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@beth_morton A2: Strong experiences of emotion can trigger a #migraine for me afterwards. Triggered by the unconscious
unclenching of my shoulders / neck / jaw / brain Discovered this when I realized I regularly had migraines after certain medical tests
and visits w/ in-laws. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@DeafGirlWalking It's okay! I'm still hanging around!! Late is always fine! #MigraineChat 

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@beth_morton A3: Yes! I had a pain psychologist to prepare for spine surgery and he had many migraine patients so was fabulous
when I realized I needed help. He taught me more about my sore head than anyone ever had till then. We did a lot of mindfulness /
anxiety work. #MigraineChat 
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Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@beth_morton A5: My partner is compassionate but doesn’t understand. I’m deaf, I lipread people who don’t sign- but I can’t tolerate
any light in a #migraine (except lamps like @AllayLamp) But often my partner forgets- and thinks my reaction is exaggerated. It’s
NOT. 💡  ♀ 🙈 #MigraineChat 

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton A6: the worst part is: Unsolicited advice causing us to roll our eyes in exasperation and annoyance can
really hurt our poor occipital areas and set off our tender heads! Darn it! Thanks for nothing, Helpy McHelpersons!  #MigraineChat

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@beth_morton A3: Pain Psych also taught me about rebound headaches, and fixed my habit of waiting as long as possible to take
the meds that help me by showing me how migraine meds actually worked. (eg. Efficacy) Unpacking my own hangups about how I
handled pain was priceless. #migrainechat 

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton A4: Same here! Mindfulness works well otherwise but can put an edge on the pain for me. But I can
breathe and visualize myself into another zone. (Great for when they can’t find a vein, too!) I love water for my head. Floating. And
ice. I go far away. Pranayama. #MigraineChat 

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@MindfulDrG @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Agree so much. I think the times I spent resisting what was happening to me was time
spent suffering more than necessary. Acceptance ≠ surrender or giving up. It simply means saying “this is where I am, now” and
figuring out how to best succeed in that situation. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @DeafGirlWalking: @MindfulDrG @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Agree so much. I think the times I spent resisting what was
happening to me was… 

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@MindfulDrG @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton The world works better when we meet folks where they are. Starting with ourselves.
Recognizing and knowing how to articulate our own needs, challenges, limits, vulnerabilities, requirements, desires and suffering
relative to chronic conditions is empowering. #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A1. Not sure I ever thought of feelings during a migraine, so many emotions just thinking what my employer put me thru when I was in
pain ~ so anxiety is increasing just thinking about it #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A2 ~ if I'm angry, upset they can increase tensions and bring on a migraine #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A3 ~ been in therapy for five years ~ how is it five years already? I recognize the anxiety now and I can step back, retreat to my quiet
place, my bed in my room #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A4 ~ I use two apps, calm and fabulous to help me with my tasks and meditation. #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A5 I know my family understands, they know that if I'm in bed, earplugs in, head wrapped up, in the dark, I have a #migraine sadly
both my kidneys inherited them from me #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A6 I hardly leave the house but I ignore them because I've lived with them for over 30 years now #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
RT @beth_morton: CT. [TW mention of suicide:] People living w/#migraine can experience suicidal thoughts. This is normal. However
if you ar… 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
RT @beth_morton: CT. We know #migraine is real and not “all in your head.” We also know it’s symptoms are wide ranging. If you
happen to st… 
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Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
RT @fabriKatie: @beth_morton @800273TALK Useful resource for people in the UK is https://t.co/3zlBHhz7C7 #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A5:My wife, 2 daughter's, Parents & Headache Consultant fully understand my condition which duz help!Unfortunately
though only a few of my friends understand which makes me feel frustrated & angry.I suppose it's how alot of men react,as they try
not 2 get emotional.#migrainechat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A3: When I am experiencing bad headaches on some occasions I go and see a friend of mine who is a
physiotherapist.A deep tissue massage to reduce tight muscles along with accupuncture helps & relaxes me alot. Unfortuntely though
in the long run my headaches return.#migrainechat 

wendy @wendria 
A1: Overwhelming despair and depression hits me before the pain, and I don't always realize it's migraine until afterwards. 

Bazar Heureux @BazarHeureux 
To empower myself, I slept when the migraine was getting well heavy oh yes and I will again soon #MigraineChat
https://t.co/Rry8AhkJ5Q 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@PyesMusings @beth_morton I appreciate you pointing out the difference between #mindfulness and meditation as there are a lot of
misconceptions out there! #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@fabriKatie Haha I've said this before! #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@tuttleturtle42 Thank you for bringing this up. Many of my patients with migraine disease experience dissociation. We work on a lot
on grounding and mindfulness to help. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@tuttleturtle42 But like you stated, it is key to help the person learn skills that don't make them further dissociate. It's not a one fits all
kind of thing for sure. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG 
@fabriKatie @Alexandria_SZ Dead-heading flowers is def engaging in mindfulness! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MindfulDrG: @fabriKatie @Alexandria_SZ Dead-heading flowers is def engaging in mindfulness! #MigraineChat 

Kary Fontaine @karyfontaine 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A3: Mindfulness has helped me deal with the pain. My therapist suggested meditation, but that increases the
pain. Mindfu… 

polterzeitgeist @poultryofperil 
@beth_morton A1: Frustration, irritability, confusion/brain fog (more than usual), despair, anxiety, and a whole heap of self-loathing.
#MigraineChat 

Sam Stitches @SammiStitches 
I had a beast of a migraine all day and I’m exhausted from that! But tomorrow I will be fresh and ready for this election! #migraines
#VoteBidenHarrisToSaveAmerica #Election2020 #postdrome #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton @DrRussHarris Thanks for sharing! (Thanks also for the heads up - it was indeed visually challenging!)
#MigraineChat 
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Monika Dryburgh @monika_dryburgh 
RT @Mar_Wetzel: @bennessb Also, for anyone with migraines, @beth_morton is hosting #MigraineChat right now - please join us! 

🌺Viking🌺 @vikingqueen81 
Who's heard THESE before? #ChronicPain #chronicillness #vestibulardisorder #vestibularmigraine #MigraineChat #chronicmigraine
@VestibularM @vestibularveda https://t.co/huJC3Bl2mV 

Jess Plant @IAmJessPlant 
Does anyone know if there is a #CarersChat on here (for unpaid/informal/family carers), similar to #MigraineChat, #AutChat, and
#BPDChat? #Carers #Caring 

SouthernMaineCPSG @SouthernMaineCP 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Do you feel like anyone in your life understands the emotional impact that #migraine has on your life?
#MigraineChat h… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@shirleyskessel They can be for some people. I get irritable before and during an attack in progress. Other people shared how
discrete events, ones that brought bursts of joy or anger for example, could also trigger an attack on it's own. A surprise, a fight, etc.
#MigraineChat 

Caca Anne 💫 @CacaCAnne 
@beth_morton Irritable, agitation, sadness, anxious, sometimes it feeds into my suicidal thoughts as well and makes them worse
when I can’t get a hold on the pain and it’s several days later. #MigraineChat 

Nush @djnush_ 
Curious to know if anyone else experience migraine / increase in pain when walking? I keep walking even between rooms to a
minimum so as to not make it worse. Is there a name for this? #Migraine #MigraineChat (sorry for appropriating this hashtag 😔) 

Grace Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking 
@MindfulDrG @IAmJessPlant @beth_morton Thank you, I so appreciate #MigraineChat - and this community.  

Helen Harper @helenmharper1 
@beth_morton If I'm upset and cry then definitely. #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
@JillPiggott @AbiStevens_Art Love this #migraine art! Make sure you come to the next #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @djnush_: Curious to know if anyone else experience migraine / increase in pain when walking? I keep walking even between
rooms to a min… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @IAmJessPlant: Does anyone know if there is a #CarersChat on here (for unpaid/informal/family carers), similar to
#MigraineChat, #AutCha… 

Nush @djnush_ 
@beth_morton .. because I took small steps feels odd, but I've just gotten used to it for many years. I do not have POTS (as far as I
know) I could possibly bring it up with my doctor's visit next time. But never been diagnosed for that. #MigraineChat 
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